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 STANDARD PRICE LIST  

QENTINEL PACE CLOUD - ROBOTIC SOFTWARE TESTING 

 

SCHEME Fee1) Robots 
2) 

Included robot 
capacity3) 

Max 
users4) 

Permanent 
extra  
capacity5) 

Temporary 
extra 
capacity5) 

Starter $3,900 / 
year 

1 365 robot hours 
/ year 

5 - - 

Mini $14,900 / 
year 

5 50 robots hours 
per month 

10 - - 

Team $2,800 / 
month 

50 150 robot hours 
/ month 

50 $690 / 150 
robot hours 

$5.90 / 
robot hour 

Scale $8,600 / 
month 

500 1,500 robot 
hours / month 

250 $1,500 / 750 
robot-hours 

$2.90 / 
robot hour 

Enterprise Ask for special pricing for very large scale use. 

Reporter $1,900 / 
month 

0 0 100 $5.00 / 
user / month 

- 

 

Starter scheme is for small-scale use and does not provide parallel robots. 

Mini scheme is best suited for serious, regular use in a limited scope. 

Team scheme is meant for a single team or department. Capacity can be added flexibly. 

Scale scheme can support large software organizations that do continuous delivery and 
continuous testing. The base capacity of Scale corresponds to two robots working 24x7. 
Capacity can be added flexibly. 

Enterprise scheme provides practically unlimited robot capacity on a fixed monthly price. 

Reporter scheme is applicable if Qentinel Pace is used as a reporting, data analysis and 
forecasting tool without the robotic software testing features. 

1) Monthly subscription fee includes: 1 - Test automation platform with project-based access control; 3 - Qentinel Quality Intelligence® for 
making the quality of the product and the process measurable, visible, and actionable; 4 -  Cloud capacity for robot execution and storage 
for test logs and results; 5 - Maintenance and updates; 6 - On-line support. 

2) Robot is a cloud entity capable of running one or more test suites. Number of test suites per robot is unlimited. 
3) Robot capacity or “robot hours”, means the total hours the robots can work per month. One robot hour corresponds to 3 – 50 human hours, 

depending on the type of the task. 
4) Maximum number of users means how many registered users your subscription may have. 
5) You may purchase additional capacity for some subscription schemes either for permanent use (every month) or for temporary capacity 

needs. 

 


